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Abstract
Modularity and flexibility can conflict in multi-language sys-
tems. For example, the templates commonly used to gener-
ate web pages must be manually updated when the database
schema changes. Modularity can be improved by generating
web pages automatically from the database schema, but it is
hard for such a generator to produce the same variety of out-
puts that are easily achieved by ad hoc edits to a template.
Ideally, such ad hoc edits would be abstracted into trans-
formations that compose with the generator, offering both
modularity and flexibility. However common customizations
cannot be abstracted using the standard techniques of textual
identifiers and ordinal positions.

These difficulties are distilled into a challenge problem to
evaluate potential solutions. A solution is proposed based on
field trees, a new data model for software artifacts that pro-
vides persistent identifiers and unshifting positions within
sequences. But using field trees with conventional program-
ming languages and development environments requires
more effort than the ad hoc editing they seek to supplant.
Field trees are therefore extended into differential trees,
which integrate artifacts and their transformations into a uni-
fied representation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.11 [SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING]: Software Architectures; D.2.7 [SOFT-
WARE ENGINEERING]: Distribution, Maintenance, and
Enhancement; D.2.3 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Cod-
ing Tools and Techniques; D.2.6 [SOFTWARE ENGINEER-
ING]: Programming Environments

General Terms Languages, Design

Keywords Generative programming, transformations, re-
finement, customization, templates
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1. Introduction
Complex systems are often built from multiple specialized
languages and representations [8, 24]. For example a web
system might use Java, SQL, HTML, and PHP. There are
good reasons for language diversity: specialized syntax and
semantics can make it easier to express certain aspects of
a design, leverage specialized tools, and standardize inter-
faces between systems. Unfortunately diversity can also lead
to disharmony. This paper focuses specifically on the prob-
lem of modularity between artifacts written in multiple lan-
guages. Changes in one artifact can lead to the need for man-
ual changes in others because there is duplicated information
or interdependencies between internal structures.

For example, web pages are often generated with a tem-
plate language like PHP that embeds fragments of exe-
cutable language syntax within HTML. These fragments
can dynamically extract fields from a database record and
expand them into HTML form fields. But when the database
schema changes, as when adding or deleting fields, many
templates may need to be manually adjusted. We could make
the system more modular by generating HTML pages di-
rectly from the database schema. However to vary the de-
sign of the generated pages we would have to customize or
parameterize the generator, which can be complicated and
difficult. In contrast it is easy to implement arbitrary cus-
tomizations with ad hoc edits to templates. It seems that we
face a conflict between modularity and flexibility.

Such conflicts have been intensively studied within single
languages, resulting in effective techniques, but the multi-
language case is less well developed. This paper makes four
contributions:

1. The above web programming scenario is refined into a
simple challenge problem in order to evaluate different
approaches to multi-language modularity.

2. To address common problems in existing approaches,
a new abstraction of sequential structure is proposed:
positional sequences, which provide unshifting positions.

3. Positional sequences are generalized into field trees, a
model of software artifacts that solves the challenge
problem by abstracting generation and customization into
modularly composable transformations.
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{id: "1234",  name: "John Smith",  phone: "555-1212"}

Figure 1. The Data object.

<table>

<tr>

<td>id</td>

<td><input type="text", value="1234"/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>name</td>

<td><input type="text", value="John Smith"/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>phone</td>

<td><input type="text", value="555-1212"/></td></tr>

</table>

Figure 2. Generic HTML: Form.

4. Field trees are extended into differential trees, which
integrate artifacts and their transformations into a unified
representation.

The Subtext project [12, 14] is developing a programming
environment based on differential trees that seeks to make
modular transformation of software artifacts nearly as easy
to use as ad hoc editing. The guiding hypothesis of this
research is that competing with the ease and flexibility of
ad hoc editing will require an approach with the utmost
simplicity and conceptual coherence. This paper reports on
progress made toward that goal.

2. The Challenge
The purpose of this challenge is to present an example of a
commonplace multi-language modularity problem that is as
simple as possible, so that the problem can be more clearly
seen, and potential solutions more easily compared. Figure 1
defines an object Data as a JavaScript object literal with three
text fields: id, name, and phone. Figure 2 shows an HTML
fragment, called Form, that displays these fields in a table
(the surrounding boilerplate HTML has been elided). The
browser rendering of Form is shown below it.

We want to customize this generic layout to move the id

field below the name field, and to change the label on the
name field to be customer. Note that form customizations
in practice often involve more complex structural changes,
such as forming groups, dividing into multiple frames, align-
ing to a grid, etc. Figure 3 shows the customized HTML,
called CustomForm, with deletions struck-through and inser-
tions in bold. These two HTML forms could be produced in a
number of ways, the most common in practice being the use

<table>

<tr>

<td>id</td>

<td><input type="text", value="1234"/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>namecustomer</td>

<td><input type="text", value="John Smith"/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>id</td>

<td><input type="text", value="1234"/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>phone</td>

<td><input type="text", value="555-1212"/></td></tr>

</table>

Figure 3. Customized HTML: CustomForm.

{id account: "1234", company: "Acme, Inc.", 

 name: "John Smith",  phone: "555-1212"}

Figure 4. Evolved object Data′.

<table>

<tr>

<td>account</td>

<td><input type="text", value="1234"/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>company</td>

<td><input type="text", value="Acme, Inc."/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>name</td>

<td><input type="text", value="John Smith"/></td></tr>

</table>

Figure 5. Evolved generic HTML: Form′.

of a template language like PHP that extracts the data fields
dynamically, using distinct templates for each form. The
CustomForm template would typically be constructed from
Form by copy and paste edits. High levels of duplication in
web applications have been confirmed by a study [30].

The difficulty arises when the database schema evolves.
Figure 4 shows the evolved version of Data, called Data′.
The id field has been renamed to account, the company field
has been inserted, and the phone field has been deleted. We
expect the forms to evolve correspondingly, into Form′ in
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<table>

<tr>

<td>account</td>

<td><input type="text", value="1234"/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>company</td>

<td><input type="text", value="Acme, Inc."/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>namecustomer</td>

<td><input type="text", value="John Smith"/></td></tr>

<tr>

<td>account</td>

<td><input type="text", value="1234"/></td></tr>

 </table>

Figure 6. Evolved customized HTML: CustomForm′.

Generate Generate

Evolve

Customize Customize

Data

Form

CustomForm

Form′

Data′

CustomForm′

Figure 7. Transformations.

Figure 5 and CustomForm′ in Figure 6. If we were using
templates, we would need to manually edit both of them to
get the correct result. That is easy in this case, but in practice
such changes can be far more widespread, laborious, and
error-prone.

The challenge is to provide a solution that adapts auto-
matically to any schema evolution involving insertion,
deletion, and renaming of fields.

2.1 Modular generation and customization
The approach that will be proposed in this paper is to provide
two transformations Generate and Customize that compose as
shown in Figure 7. We will refer to a generating transforma-
tion as one that maps artifacts across languages in a multi-
language system, and a customizing transformation as one
that maps between artifacts in the same language.

It is easy to write the Generate transformation: simply it-
erate over the data fields and map them into the correspond-
ing HTML in the same order. The heart of the problem is

getting the Customize transformation to do the same thing
on Form′ as on Form: move the id field (which has been re-
named to account) to be after the name field, whose label is
changed to customer. This can be seen as a problem of mod-
ularity: being able to abstract the intentions of Customize so
that they are preserved when composed with Generate on dif-
ferent sources.

2.2 The difficulty
As will be discussed in the related work section, the chal-
lenge is difficult because it undermines the basis of many
approaches:

1. Textual identifiers. The renaming of id to account will
baffle code looking for the id field by name.

2. Ordinal position in sequences. Inserting the company

field shifts the position of the name field, so if the id

field is moved to the same ordinal position as before it
will end up above the name field, not below it.

Both of these issues warrant further clarification. First, it
is acceptable to handle the renaming of id by an automatic
refactoring on the transformation code that replaces all oc-
currences of id with company. But refactoring is not possible
if the code uses the string literal “id”, which in general can
not be distinguished from uses of the same string as data,
error messages, etc. Some mechanism for identifying or pa-
rameterizing field names is needed to support refactoring.

The second clarification is about the requirements on the
move operation. It is required that the ordering between
fields in CustomForm must be preserved in CustomForm′,
regardless of arbitrary insertions, deletions, and renamings
in Data′ (including deleting name). This requirement might
be criticized as too strict, because the order of fields on
a screen is not really important. Try telling that to a UI
designer! More to the point, order is of the essence in many
software artifacts, as in the order of statements in a program.
It is reasonable to expect that software transformations not
alter relative orderings when exposed to changes in their
sources.

2.3 An ad hoc solution
An ad hoc solution can be assembled from some common
engineering practices, but it does not generalize well. Basi-
cally, “markers” are added into the source and generated ar-
tifacts so that transformations can get handles on them. Each
<tr> tag in Form can be given a name marker as an ID at-
tribute naming the Data field it corresponds to. This allows
Customize to find the HTML related to id in order to move it.
To handle field renaming, Customize can not rely on literal
strings to match names, but must use a level of symbolic in-
direction, perhaps via a set of static constants defining each
name’s string. Customize needs to know where to move id to.
This position could be determined by inserting a positional
marker into Data after the name field, wrapped inside a spe-
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cially formatted JavaScript comment. Generate would notice
such comment markers, and map them through into the gen-
erated HTML, wrapped as an HTML comment, or perhaps
with some tag that browsers will ignore.

While technically a solution to the challenge, this ap-
proach does not generalize well, for a number of reasons.
The syntax for embedding markers is different for each lan-
guage, and comment-wrapped markers are fragile and in-
visible to many tools. The programmer must invent unique
marker names for source locations involved in a transfor-
mation, an annoying imposition. Generated markers must be
made unique, often using concatenative “name mangling”,
which depends upon language and application conventions.
Generating markers is problematic in cases such as the con-
catenation of two sequences. Customizing transforms need
markers within generated artifacts, but these can only be
created by inserting markers within source artifacts at the
proper place. The proper place depends upon the internal im-
plementation of the generator, and may not even exist, as in
the case of concatenating a sequence with itself.

Marker techniques are common in practice, but the author
knows of no tool or framework that can solve the challenge
problem without being first extended. The general solution
proposed in this paper can be seen as an attempt to “do
markers right”.

3. A General Solution
A general solution emerges from the observation that the
difficulties of the challenge problem surround notions of
identity. Textual identifiers can be renamed, and so do not
provide a stable identity. Ordinal positions in sequences can
shift, and so do not provide a stable way to locate elements.

We can provide a stable replacement for textual identi-
fiers by storing our artifacts in some kind of database which
assigns persistent internal IDs. A specialized editor coupled
to the database must be provided to allow editing of the ar-
tifacts. A number of the approaches described in the related
work section also take this step, which offers additional soft-
ware engineering benefits beyond the scope of this paper.

3.1 Positional sequences
The problem of shifting positions in sequential structures is
rooted in the fact that we treat sequences as integer-indexed
arrays. To solve this problem we introduce an alternative ab-
straction of sequential structure. A positional sequence is a
sorted map from a domain of identifiers called positions. Po-
sitions are totally ordered and dense, like the rational num-
bers. To insert an element into a sequence, a unique new
position is allocated between the positions of the adjacent
elements. Assigning an element to a position in a sequence
replaces the current element at that position, or inserts it if
there is none. The crucial property provided by positions is
that insertions, deletions, and lookups at different preallo-
cated positions are independent of each other, regardless of

execution order. This property helps transformations on se-
quences to be composed modularly.

We are interested in global positioning: all positions used
within a database are totally ordered, and new positions are
globally unique. Global positioning makes sequences com-
mensurable, which as we will see is crucial to abstracting the
Customize transform. A brute force implementation could
use infinite precision rational numbers, but would have to
track them in an index, and would suffer from the fact that
the bit length of rationals grows unboundedly under repeated
insertion at a fixed location. The current implementation [14]
assigns an incrementing 64 bit serial number to positions
for global uniqueness. Positions are organized into a tree,
with the children of a position being ordered before it, by
ascending serial number. Positions are encoded as a path of
serial numbers from the root of this notional tree. More com-
pressed encodings of positions could be achieved with peri-
odic global repositioning.

Positional sequences provide the essential missing ingre-
dient to solve the challenge problem. It can be solved by
storing the artifacts in a persistent data model that incorpo-
rates both stable identifiers for objects and stable positions
within sequences. One approach would be to add positional
sequences as a new kind of collection class in an OODB. Al-
ternatively, we could take a database tailored for software ar-
tifacts like Molhado [29] and substitute positional sequences
for its array-based ones. Such approaches could solve the
challenge problem with the least incremental investment in
infrastructure. However the goal of this paper is not to min-
imize cost but to optimize conceptual coherence. Accord-
ingly, we will generalize positional sequences into a uniform
model for representing software artifacts: field trees.

3.2 Field trees
Field trees use nested positional sequences to unify the no-
tions of objects, fields, and sequences. A field tree is a tree
whose non-root nodes are labeled with positions. The nodes
are called fields. Fields with the same parent must have dif-
ferent positions. Non-root fields are optionally assigned val-
ues drawn from some fixed set (here numbers and strings).
We can make several observations:

1. Fields are uniquely identified by the path of positions
down from the root of the tree. Position paths serve as
objects ID’s.

2. A field serves as a positional sequence of its children,
which are said to be contained in it.

3. Fields in different containers can have the same position.
A container thus serves as a record/structure, with posi-
tions identifying the members unambiguously.

Positions can optionally be named with strings, which need
not be unique. To simplify the presentation we will tem-
porarily assume that all positions have unique names.
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Figure 8. Data and Form as field trees.

3.3 The field tree solution
Figure 8 shows how Data and Form are represented as field
trees, displayed as outlines that a structure-aware editor
might use. Each field is on a separate line, with the name
of its position indented to show the containment structure of
the tree. The root of the tree is implicit — its children are
the un-indented lines. Vertical lines connect sibling fields.
The Data object is the trivial tree in (a) containing three leaf
fields with positions named id, name, and phone in that or-
der. The values assigned to the fields are shown following a
colon to the right of their position names.

To represent HTML as a field tree, a DOM-like con-
vention for encoding XML into a regular tree structure is
adopted, shown for Form in Figure 8(b). Each XML tag is
encoded as a subtree containing the field tag, which is as-
signed the name of the tag as a string value, as in line 1. The
XML contents of the tag are placed within the contents field
on line 2. XML attributes are encoded as sibling fields of
tag and contents, as in the <input> tag on lines 15 and 16.
A conventional XML DOM would treat the contents field as
an array or collection, which in field trees are replaced by
positional sequences. The arbitrarily named positions c1, c2,
c3, and c4 have been allocated to properly sequence the el-
ements of the contents fields. These arbitrary names will be
discarded later when we discuss anonymous positions.

Note that the contents of the <table> tag use the same
positions as the Data fields that they correspond to: id on
line 3, name on line 17, and phone on line 18. For brevity,
the name and phone subtrees have been collapsed, indicated
by the ellipsis buttons on their right. As will be seen, the
positional correlation between Data and Form is the key
to solving the challenge. Field trees enable this correlation
by unifying records and sequences. The Generate transform
simply iterates over the Data fields and maps each one to a
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Figure 9. CustomForm as a field tree.

corresponding position in Form, plugging in the proper <td>

sub-tree, as shown in lines 3–16 for the id field.
Figure 9 shows how Customize transforms Form into Cus-

tomForm. The label of the name field is changed on line 10.
The id subtree on line 3 has been deleted. A new position id2

is allocated between name and phone, which is used to insert
the id subtree of the form at line 18. The schema evolution
will allocate a new position company in between id and name,
which will map through to the form, but it is guaranteed not
to disrupt the relative order of the other form fields, includ-
ing id2. This is because the same positions are used in the
data and the form, and allocating a new position does not
change the relative ordering of existing positions. Note that
these new positions are allocated once when the transforma-
tions are written, not every time they execute.

A Java implementation of the solution is presented in Ap-
pendix A at http://subtextual.org/GPCE08Appendix.pdf. It is
assumed that the field tree database provides a Position enum
that symbolically defines each position with the proper inter-
nal identifier. The id component of the form is found unam-
biguously despite its being renamed during the evolution be-
cause the name of a position can be changed without chang-
ing its identity. Code compiled with the old version of the
Position enum will still run correctly. Preferably, renamings
in the field tree would invoke a rename refactoring on the
enum to co-evolve the code.

3.4 Anonymous positions
We must revisit the earlier assumption that all positions have
unique names. The crucial use of these names was in the
transformation code as symbolic constants for referenced
positions. The positions c1, c2, . . . are particularly troubling,
as we don’t want to have to invent symbolic names every
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time we insert something in a sequence. But we also don’t
want to hard-code hex strings for internal position IDs.

This problem could be solved by storing the Java trans-
formation program itself inside the same field tree database,
perhaps by encoding its AST as a field tree. References to
positions would become special AST nodes containing the
internal identifier of the position. The position would be fed
to the compiler as an expression encoding the position’s in-
ternal identifier, but would be presented in the program edi-
tor using the position’s symbolic name. If the position lacked
a name, non-textual techniques could be used, such as a hy-
perlink to a field with the proper position. The effect is to
allow “non-textual literals” in the program — constants de-
fined by the environment without a textual encoding. This
approach would require a big infrastructure investment, but
it establishes that in principle we do not need symbolic
names for positions. It also eliminates the need to refactor
the code when a position is renamed — position names be-
come a feature of the user interface, not the semantics.

Field tree summary: Field trees solve the challenge prob-
lem by providing stable identities and positions so that trans-
formations expressed in those terms can be composed mod-
ularly. The programmer is not required to provide markers
because they are already built in. Field trees serve as a com-
mon medium for artifacts in different languages that supports
modular transformations between them.

4. An Integrated Solution
Field trees allow the challenge problem to be solved with a
conventional language like Java, but at a cost in complex-
ity that is still too high to compete with ad hoc editing of
templates. Coding transformations in Java or even special-
ized transformation languages is complex to start with, and
field trees add the need to properly map positions through the
transformations. In pursuit of simplicity and conceptual co-
herence, field trees can be generalized into differential trees,
which integrate field trees and declarative specifications of
their transformations into a single unified representation.

Differential trees declaratively specify field tree transfor-
mations that automatically establish stable positional corre-
spondences between artifacts. They also offer deep copying
and overriding of trees, as well as arbitrary functional com-
putation. As with the prior Java solution, in order to have
non-textual literal references into field trees, the transforma-
tion language must itself be embedded in the field tree. This
necessity is made a virtue: differential trees are “the LISP”
of field trees, living within them and using them as its “S-
expressions”. The result is a unified model of software arti-
facts and their transformations.

Differential trees extend field trees in two ways:

1. Fields can point to other fields. Their value can be not
only a string or number but also a path of positions
denoting another field.

2. The value assigned to a field defines its contents and
usage in four different ways, called modes, to be detailed
below. These modes are distinguished in the outline with
variants of the colon character: a double colon, a colon-
equals, and a double-colon-equals.

4.1 Differential trees by example
Figure 10 shows a series of examples explaining the inter-
pretation of differential trees. The assignments of values to
fields are seen as a set of definitions whose implications are
worked out, a process called integration.

Figure 10(a) shows an example of two definition modes:
colon and double-colon. The fields a and b contained in x

are defined with a single colon to be leaf nodes with the
value 1. The field y is defined using a double-colon to be a
deep copy of the field x. The result of integrating this tree is
diagrammed below as it might appear in a user interface for
differential trees.1 The fields a and b have been copied from
x into y in lines 5 and 6. The arrows on the right indicate
references between fields, and serve as non-textual literals
for anonymous fields.

Note the black bars in the left margin. Integration is
declarative, and only “fills out” the initial differential tree
with additional derived definitions, never altering the ini-
tial definitions. The initial definitions are distinguished from
the derived ones by the black bars. The fact that integra-
tion leaves the original program intact means that program-
ming can be done by directly editing the “live” execution
displayed in the outline, as with a spreadsheet. Accordingly,
the initial state of the differential tree will be omitted in sub-
sequent examples, as it is equal to the barred lines.

Figure 10(b) shows how copied structures are incremen-
tally overridden. The copy of x into y from the previous ex-
ample has its a field overridden to 2. Only the b field on line
6 gets inherited. Differential trees construct transformations
by layering overriding copies in this way, somewhat like in-
heritance and overriding in OO languages except that it can
delve deeply into sub-trees. Every definition expresses an
overriding difference between its containers and their defini-
tions — hence the term “differential”.

Figure 10(c) shows what happens when the entire tree
from 10b is copied. Field f on line 1 contains the prior tree in
lines 2–7. Field g on line 8 copies f, yielding lines 9–14. Note
that when the definition of y on line 5 gets copied to line 12,
its referenced value changes from f.x to g.x to maintain the
same relative location within the copy. The end result is the
same in this case, but would not have been if there were some
change inside g.x. Copying preserves the internal structure
of copying and overriding isomorphically, and can be said to
be “higher-order” [16]. References outside of the tree being
copied are not changed but are “captured”, as in a closure.
The arrow on the right of line 12 is dashed to indicate it has
been inherited.

1 These diagrams are “paper prototypes” of the UI under development
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Figure 10. Differential trees by example.

Figure 10(d) shows that copying can be recursive. Copy-
ing a structure into itself produces an infinitely deep tree.
Integration is implemented lazily, and limits tree depth anal-
ogously to a stack depth limit. The outline display shows the
use of an expander button hiding a portion of the tree.

Higher-order copying and recursion make differential
trees Turing-complete, demonstrated by an embedding of
Lambda calculus [13]. Although theoretically unnecessary,
for convenience we add primitive functions. Figure 10(e)
shows an example of the add primitive. Field f on line 1 is
a call to add, which is a structure containing three fields: in,
with, and out (used by convention in all functions). The in

and with fields are expected to have rational number values.
When the tree is integrated, the out field on line 3 is defined
as the value of the sum.

The field g on line 5 is another call to add which adds
1 to the result of the prior addition. The two additions are
linked by the definition of g.in on line 6 using the := mode.
That mode tells the addition function to use as its argument
the value of f.out, which will be 3. A chain of := definitions
will be followed until a : or :: definition is found. Values pass
between := definitions like the way values pass through con-
ventional variable assignments, hence the use of the standard
assignment operator :=. To visualize function execution, the
resolved value 3 is displayed underlined on the right of line
6. The fourth definition mode, ::=, combines tree copying
with value chaining, but will not be used in this paper.

Appendix B at http://subtextual.org/GPCE08Appendix.

pdf contains a formal semantics of differential trees as used
in this paper. Two alternative implementations of differential
trees were used in prior research on programming environ-
ments [12, 14]. These implementations added a number of
convenience and safety features such as private fields that
cannot be overridden in instances. A technical report [13]
describes advanced features of the implementations not con-
sidered here, including mutable state and the incorporation
of change history. Of note is that mutable state allows user

inputs on forms to be mapped backwards through generation
and customization transformations to the source data.

4.2 The differential tree solution
The differential tree solution of the challenge problem is
shown in Figure 11. It does the same thing as the prior Java
solution in field trees, but more succinctly and declaratively.
The Generate transform at line 5 uses the map primitive
to apply a function over each of the Data fields. The map

primitive’s in parameter is bound to Data on line 6, and the
func parameter is defined on lines 7–23. The contents of the
<table> tag in Form are copied from the collected outputs of
the mapped functions at line 26. CustomForm is derived from
Form at line 27. The id component of the form is deleted
at line 29 by assigning the special value delete to it. It is
reinserted at location id2 at line 35. The label of the name

field is overridden to be “customer” at line 34.
Figure 12 drills into the execution of the mapping of the

id field. The mapping is constructed inside the body structure
on lines 8–29, where each element takes the position of
an input element and contains an instance of the mapped
function (on lines 9, 28, and 29). The mapping of the id

element on line 9 is fully expanded. Its in field is linked
to the corresponding input element on line 10. The mapped
function is expected to construct an appropriate HTML tree
in its out field at line 14. Lines 15–27 are essentially a
template of an HTML <tr> tag, where the label for the
field is defined at line 20 and its value is defined at line 27.
The label definition uses a call to the reflective primitive
valueName at line 11, which determines the string name
of the input field’s position. This internal call is given the
position name f1 to make the presentation clearer, but in
practice would be anonymous. The value definition on line
27 just copies the value from the input field on line 10.

The outputs of each mapped function are collected into
the overall output of the mapping at lines 30–33, each auto-
matically given the same position as the corresponding input
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Data

id: "1234"

name: "John Smith"

phone: "555-1212"

Generate:: map

in:: Data

func

f1:: valueName

in: Generate.func.in

out

tag: "tr"

contents

c1

tag: "td"

contents

c2:= Generate.func.f1.out 

c3

tag: "td"

contents

c4

tag: "input"

type: "text" 

value:= Generate.func.in

Form

tag: "table"

contents:: Generate.out

CustomForm:: Form

contents

id:= delete

name

contents

c1

contents

c2: "customer"

id2:: Form.contents.id
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Figure 11. Differential tree solution of challenge problem.

elements. As we saw in the previous section, it is this po-
sitional correspondence between Data and Form that allows
Customize to survive the evolution of Data. All transforma-
tion primitives create such correspondences. For example,
concatenation of sequences p and q generates tupled posi-
tions 〈1, pi〉 . . . 〈2, qi〉. Note that new positions can be stably
inserted between such synthetic positions. Ensuring stable
unique correspondences through transformations are a key
benefit of differential trees.

While Figure 12 may appear complex, consider that what
we are doing is essentially browsing an execution trace of a
typical higher-order mapping, showing the complete detail
of all computations and data flows. One benefit is “debug-
ging by browsing” [12]. Another is the automatic provision
of traceability [11].

4.3 From templates to transformations
The Subtext project is developing a programming environ-
ment based on differential trees with the goal of making
transformative programming as easy as ad hoc copy and
paste editing of templates. Ironically, differential trees are
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Data

Generate:: map

in:: Data

id: “1234”

name: “John Smith”

phone: “555-1212”

func

body

id:: Generate.func

in:= Generate.in.id "1234"

f1:: valueName

in: Generate.body.id.in

out: "id"

out

tag: "tr"

contents

c1

tag: "td"

contents

c2:= Generate.body.id.f1.out "id"

c3

tag: "td"

contents

c4

tag: "input"

type: "text"

value:= Generate.body.id.in "1234"

name:: Generate.func

phone:: Generate.func

out

id:: Generate.body.id.out

name:: Generate.body.name.out

phone:: Generate.body.phone.out

Form

tag: "table"

contents:: Generate.out

CustomForm:: Form

Figure 12. Detailed mapping of id.

similar to templates in the way they intermix literal arti-
fact structure with computation. But differential trees ex-
press their computations declaratively, with layered overrid-
ing copies that, in a sense, are abstractions of those same
copy and paste operations. The core concept of differen-
tial trees is that all structure arises from higher-order ab-
stract copy and paste operations. The hypothesis is that this
conceptual coherence, and its congruence with actual pro-
gram editing practices, will enable a compelling realization
of transformative programming.

5. Related Work
Visual UI builders have long used marker techniques, as de-
scribed in section 2.3, to allow their generated code to be
customized within limits. Code generation techniques are
the subject of Generative Programming [10], while Model
Driven Engineering [21] focuses on generation from models.
These approaches handle customization through Roundtrip
Engineering [4], which attempts to map such customizations
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back into the source representation so that regeneration will
preserve them. The limitation of Roundtrip Engineering is
that it only handles customizations which can be expressed
in the source domain, implying that the target domain adds
no expressive power. But a major reason for the use of mul-
tiple languages is precisely that they add expressive power.
Another view of Roundtrip Engineering is that it extends the
source language with annotations or metadata, which may
include fragments from target languages. But that still de-
pends on there being some place in the source artifact to at-
tach such metadata.

The Magritte [31] web framework is representative of this
latter approach, providing a Smalltalk dialect of “descrip-
tions” which can be attached as metadata to a schema. The
challenge problem might be addressed by attaching to each
data field a description containing its HTML label string and
its ordinal position in the form. But when the company field
is added, the ordinals must be manually re-numbered, vio-
lating the requirement of automatic adaptation. The meta-
data approach does not generalize to more complicated cus-
tomizations that alter the structure of the HTML, such as
dividing the fields across multiple tables, where a simple or-
dinal would no longer suffice.

Language features to modularize customization have
been intensively studied, but only language-neutral ap-
proaches relevant to multi-language systems will be cited
here. These include Architecture Description Languages
[26], hyperslices [33], feature models [9, 23], aspectual fea-
tures [2, 18, 27], XVCL [19], and invasive software compo-
sition [3]. A representative approach is AHEAD [5], which
uses nested equations to specify hierarchical overriding as
in differential trees. XAK [34] refines XML by requiring
name markers to be inserted within a base XML document
to establish refinement points. Feature Software Trees [1]
represent the hierarchical structure of artifacts like field
trees, and provide hierarchical overriding, called superim-
position [6], as in differential trees. All of the approaches in
this paragraph focus on the customization of source artifacts
through linking, overriding, or weaving, applied to named
program points. It is ideal when such named points exist, but
presuming upon programmers to provide such points, espe-
cially if refactoring is required, risks losing out to copy and
paste. These approaches do not construct arbitrary generat-
ing transformations, nor address how to furnish generated
artifacts with named customization points.

The need for persistent identifiers in software artifacts has
long been recognized, and is supported in software repos-
itories like Molhado [29] and modeling facilities like the
OMG MOF. There are a number of approaches to provid-
ing stable positions in sequences, although they have not
been used in databases or repositories. Emacs maintains sta-
ble markers in text buffers. Text editing frameworks offer
similar constructs, for example javax.swing.text.Position. Op-
erational transformation [15] and Darcs [32] make sequence

operations commutative through compensating adjustments
to their ordinal positions. Interruptible Iterators [25], and the
Apache CursorableLinkedList provide stable collection itera-
tors. C5’s views [22] can serve as cursors. None of these
constructs are intended to be persistent identifiers, though
perhaps they could be serialized as such. They offer only
sequence-local positions, which do not help correlate gener-
ated artifacts with their sources as global positions do.

There are many specialized transformation languages,
like XSLT, ATL [20], and Stratego/XT [7]. They depend
upon parsing or pattern matching of the source, making it
hard to abstract customizations in the presence of renaming
and shifting. Recent bidirectional transformation languages
[17, 28, 35] have appealing functional semantics and ad-
dress the mapping of changes through transforms. They lack
a model of stable sequence positions, but perhaps could be
applied to field trees as an alternative to differential trees.
Differential trees can make deep changes within structures,
whereas these languages take the functional approach of de-
constructing top-down and then reconstructing bottom-up.

6. Conclusions
This paper spotlights a problem that deserves greater atten-
tion: the expression of ad hoc customizations as abstract
transformations. Differential trees are a novel approach, but
it is hoped that others will be stimulated by the challenge.
The conclusions of this paper are:

1. Multi-language systems could be made more modular
while retaining flexibility by replacing copy and paste
programming with composable transformations that gen-
erate and customize.

2. Many customizations refer to locations not stably defined
by the standard techniques of textual identifiers and ordi-
nal positions. These difficulties are distilled by the chal-
lenge problem, and overcome with the help of a new ab-
straction of sequential structure: positional sequences.

3. Field trees generalize positional sequences into a com-
mon medium for artifacts in different languages that sup-
ports modular transformations between them.

4. Differential trees unify field trees and their transforma-
tions into a single coherent model as the basis of trans-
formative programming.
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